Comparison of the sensitivity & specificity of a polyclonal versus monoclonal capture antibody based Bead ELISA for direct detection of cholera toxin from stool specimens.
This study was conducted to examine whether substitution of polyclonal anti-CT IgG (PAb) coated beads with monoclonal anti-CT IgG, (MAb) coated beads would enhance the sensitivity and specificity of the Bead ELISA for direct detection of CT in stool samples of cholera patients. Sensitivity of MAb Bead ELISA was found to be more efficient (92.7%) than the PAb Bead ELISA (88.2%) in comparison to the 'gold standard' method of conventional culture method (CM). However, the MAb based Bead ELISA had lower specificity (45%) than that of PAb Bead ELISA (51.8%). Further, the positive predictive value was also lower in MAb Bead ELISA (69.9%) as compared to PAb Bead ELISA (82.1%). Generally, all the statistical evaluation demonstrated better agreement between PAb (77.9%) and MAb (72.6%) Bead ELISAs in direct detection of free CT and culture method in confirming the causative organism i.e., Vibrio cholerae in stool specimens. When the two assay systems, viz., PAb and MAb Bead ELISAs were compared, the superiority of the PAb Bead ELISA over MAb Bead ELISA was clearly evident as it had 82.4 per cent of agreement value.